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BUILDING & DETAILING THE TRUMPETER 1/350 SCALE   

USS NORTH CAROLINA, BB - 55 
 

This kit builds up into an impressive replica of the USS North Carolina, however there are some fit challenges that require 

patience and some unique construction techniques. For this kit a Gold Medal Models photoetch set was used along with 

some radar screens from a Toms Model Works photoetch sheet.  The kit was backdated to 1943 so there are some minor 

changes and additions to the radars that need to be made.  Evergreen plastic strips, solid rod, half and quarter round rod,  

and sheet were used extensively for construction to both add strength to sub-assemblies and to hide seams.  
 

Tamiya’s  1/350 scale Missouri was used for parts such as the 16 inch guns, the forward yardarm, whale boats and the gun 

directors.  The kits 5 inch turrets were replaced with Voyager Models resin turrets and brass barrels. Although the kits 

20mm guns were used, the Missouri 20mm would have been a better choice.  
 

Testors enamel paints were used including their clear dullcoat.  Four turned brass lamp risers were used for the display 

base and the model was mounted on a length of hard rock Maple stained with Minwax red mahogany.   
 

The application of super glue was accomplished with .015 to .035 inch diameter wire applicators.  The end of the wire 

applicator was dipped in a puddle of super glue and the glue was then applied along a seam line.  Generally. the amount of 

glue on the tip of the wire can be spread about an 1/8 to 1/4 of an inch along a seam line.  
 

In 1943 the ship had a Measure 21 pattern, navy blue on all vertical sides and deck blue on all horizontal surfaces. The 

navy blue and deck blue colors were achieved using Testors dark sea blue and intermediate blue. Dark sea blue mixed 

with intermediate blue makes a navy blue color and mixing more intermediate blue makes a deck blue color.  
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The first  super glue application  was sanded smooth and 

then silver paint was applied to highlight areas where  

additional super glue would need to be added.  The second 

coat of glue was applied and ready for final sanding.  

Silver paint was again applied for a second time to the seam 

to recheck it.  No new areas were identified and the paint was 

then removed with 0000 steel wool pads. 

Sections of photoetch were used as a guide for the scriber. A 

thick sewing needle in a pin vice was used  for the scribing. 

The edge of the guide was lined up with the planking on both 

sides of the seam  and then lightly scribed.  

The  forward seam line was wet sanded first then the  

depressed surface areas were wet sanded. Silver paint was  

applied to check the seam and no additional  

super glue was required. 

The silver paint was removed from the plastic to make it 

easier to see the deck planking lines.  

The forward deck area that needed to be re-scribed had  

longer scribe lines than the aft area due to the surface  

depressions.  The scribed areas were polished with 0000 steel 

wool pads to remove any surface scribing burs. 
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The bases and tops of both smoke stacks need to be flattened 

so that the  assembly will sit straight and the top piece will 

be positioned correctly.  

The forward part on each stack was also a very poor fit  

requiring lots of super glue to fill the voids. The  

curved surfaces were reshaped with a Flex-I-File. 

Many of the perimeter seams on the superstructure  

sub-assemblies were difficult to fix without damaging or  

distorting the edges or surfaces.  Hide them with .030 inch 

half and quarter round strips.  

All the superstructure sub-assemblies are now complete and 

they have been primed. Once they are painted they can be 

further assembled in their respective locations.  

The upper and lower hull sections were tightly taped  

together, super glue was applied to the seam lines and then 

sanded smooth as well as the depressions on the surface of 

the bow. The lamp risers were then glued into place. 

The aft superstructure was attached to the 01 level to make it 

easier to paint. Note the .030 inch half round sections applied 

to the superstructure assembly to hide seams that would  

be difficult to fix. 
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The Gold Medal Model cranes are designed to fit into the 

positioning stubs located at the base of the kits  

vertical crane pedestals.  

To set the crane cables, drill a hole through the top of each 

pedestal and pin the cable parts into place with  .012 inch 

diameter brass wire.  

Small drops of super glue were applied to the brass wire and 

then the wire was carefully trimmed with a pair of  

sharp wire snipers.  

The last step in building the cranes was to add the hooks. 

These assemblies are now ready for priming. 

The aft aircraft crane has multiple surfaces bent at different 

angles. Here again, use single edge razors to bend the  

surfaces. Do not press down very hard as the blade can  

damage or cut through the photoetch.  

All three outer sides of the aft aircraft crane are   

folded up 90 degrees. 
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The hull surfaces got a coat of clear gloss for the  

hull number decals. The navy blue and deck blue colors are a 

semi-gloss because the dark sea blue color is a gloss color.  

The entire model was then given a coat of Testors Dullcoat 

so  all the painted surfaces have a flat color.  

The residual decal setting solution  was not cleaned off prior 

to applying the dullcoat.  At this point there were  two  

choices, carefully sand everything off the area and reapply 

the paint and decal or hide the stain.   

A dusting of rust colored pencil  pastel  dust was applied to 

the blemish to represent mild surface rust.  This was applied 

to both sides of the hull in the same location. The pastel dust 

was sealed  with dullcoat and hid the blemish. 

The forward section of the model looks great!  The  

demarcation lines between colors is very sharp. 

The deck blue color could have been a bit lighter to provide a 

better contrast with the navy blue color.  
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